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[63] legal requirement. this rule applies to all firms, except for small and
medium-sized enterprises (smes) and farmers’ associations (fas),
registered with the small and cottage industries corporation, the

bangladesh handloom board and the bangladesh investment development
board, respectively. [64] legal requirement. this rule applies to all firms,

except for small and medium-sized enterprises (smes) and farmers’
associations (fas), registered with the small and cottage industries
corporation, the bangladesh handloom board and the bangladesh

investment development board, respectively. [75] the international labour
organization, “rana plaza: an update on the current status of the

occupational safety and health (osh) inquiry,” follow-up of the advisory
group meeting (a/gc/imm/40/rev.8), international labour organization,

march 7, 2015, accessed on february 12, 2015,. on december 6, 2015, the
ilo publicly launched the bangladesh rana plaza occupational safety and
health (osh) inquiry, which aims to assess the means for ensuring osh
standards in bangladesh. the inquiry did not probe the fundamental

questions of the safety conditions within the rana plaza and the
implementation of osh standards by employers, including allegations of
collusion between government authorities and factory owners. it was in

october 2009 that the us government raised this issue in a "key concern"
listing in its annual human rights report. "human rights watch found a lack

of public accountability of foreign investors' operations in bangladesh,
including bangladesh's two largest foreign investors, hajela garments and

olyvar textiles , and the tuba group , and the lack of accountability of
companies that under-report their company size and workers'

compensation costs to the government." the list of companies operating
in bangladesh that are also engaged in forced labour is not

comprehensive.
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[243] From 2013, there have been numerous labour strikes in Dhaka, in
response to proposed changes to the country’s Labour Code, which

Human Rights Watch views as an attempt to weaken the hard-won rights
of workers. In 2013, workers at Barisal’s Fujairah apparel company went

on strike for three months over proposed changes to their collective
bargaining agreement. [244] In February 2014, workers at Nipoos

Bangladesh, a joint venture between American Apparel and one of its
distributors, went on strike, seeking higher wages. [245] Two months

later, the workers at Louis (Hong Kong) Ltd., a local subsidiary of
American Apparel, went on strike in protest of the company’s decision to
lay off workers, cut pension benefits and force them to work for longer

hours. [246] [88] The Low Wage Minimum Wage Order defines a labourer
as an “apprentice, skilled, unskilled, daily, weekly, or monthly salary

worker, and includes any person who has given out a demand or promise
of employment on commission. It is applied to any person who earns

remuneration in return for giving employment of a defined period, either
for a specified period, from a specified day to a specified day, or to a

specified period from specified day to specified day.” Chapter XI, Section
1, of the Labour Act, Bangladesh (accessed November 5, 2013). In 2016,
Labour Watch reported cases of Bangladesh’s Public Sector Bargaining

Unit which was conducting picket at the state-owned, listed carrier Padma
Shipping in response to workers’ complaints about hazardous conditions

and inadequate health and safety protections. The union had also warned
Padmas management about the lack of safety inspections at the factory,
which was the cause for 2 fatal accidents in February 2014 and January
2015. In response, the Ministry of Labour and Employment opened an

inquiry into the matter and forced the carriers management to improve
the working and living conditions of the workers, said Labor Watch. [117]
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